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Abstract. In this paper, a survey IS given of some of the recent research which is related to a 
particular combinatorial principle namely the Ramsey theorem. 
One uses very often elementary and lecic elementary combinatorial facts and it is not important 
whether one deserves the name ‘principle’ for them. As examples consider the principle of inclusion 
and exclusion, the pigeonhole principle, cnrtnting in two ways, several basic properties of trees 
etc. It is the author’s trim here to show a large variety of applications of the Ramsey theorem. it 
should be strzsbcd that none of the classical and ‘standard’ applications is mentioned. These can 
be found in several books and survey articles examples of which are the works of Graham et al. 
(1980) and NeSetGl and R6dl (1979). 
1. Bounds of the Ramsey argument 
WC should rtart with the statement of the finite version of Ramsey theorem [I I]: 
( FRT) For every choice of positive integers p, k, n there exists an integer IV 
with the f&owing property: For every partition( I;) = Cow - - . u Ck_ , 
there exists an i G k and a set X C_ IV such that (f) c Ci and 1x12 n. 
(A natursl number is identified with the set of its predecessors and (,;) denotes 
the set ( Y c /X : 1 YI = p}.) 
The most standard interpretation of (FRT) is indicated by some special ter- 
minology: e.g., one usually refers to a partition as a colouring : the set Y is called 
homogeneous, etc. 
Also nore that some (but few) special cases of the theorem are simple. Most 
notably the case p = 1 is the continental Dirichlet’s ‘schubfach’ principle and angio- 
american ‘pigeonhole‘ principle. 
To shorten the above statement one can adopt the ErdGs-Rado partition arrow, 
N + ( n):, by means of which the finite Ramsey theorem gets the following concise 
form: 
(FRT) VpVk VH 3N (N-+(n)[). 
Also, this leads to the Ramsey number r( p, k, n) which may be dehEed as follows: 
r(p, k, rl)=min{N: N+(n)f}. 
r(l,k,d=k(n-l)+l, r(p,l,n)=n and r(p,k,p)=p are the single cib;sses of 
known exact values (see [3] for details). 
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It is a well known fact that the Ramsey theorem is an example of a combinatorially 
complex and ‘ineffective’ statement. While this being a common feeling, not many 
exact results are known in this direction. Let us mention two more recent examples 
of this phenomenon by means of special games. 
Consider the following same: 
Two players 1 and 1 I are playing on the board (y) = { (i,j) : i f j). On each move, 
player l-the consrrucror-selects a previously uilselected pair (i, j}. Player 1 l-the 
desrructor-assigns the colour either red or blue to the pair (i, j}. The constructor 
wins if he finds a monochromatic complete graph with n vertices. Otherwise, p!ayer 
II wins. 
(FRT) when applied for p = 2 (i.e., the graph case) implies that the constructor 
has a winning strategy. Moreover, as r(2,2, n) s 4” -‘, the constructor has a winn;ng 
strategy which takes ‘only’ 4” moves. (Because what player I can do is to restrict 
himself to the numbers 0, I,. . . ,4”-‘- 1 and to keep asking there. The above bound 
for the Ramsey number assures that he has to find a monochromatic omplete 
subgraph of size n.) In f jet, there is a simple procedure to do so, the so-called 
ramification procedure, wSch ic a version of the ‘divide-and-take-the-largest-one 
heuristic. 
Quite recently it has been shown by Beck [I] that the constructor cannot do w 
better. 
This theorem nicely complements a cl;1ssic of Erdiis who proved r(2.2,~) ‘a 2” ,‘. 
Another flavox of non-effectiveness of (FRT) stems from the recursion theory. 
By now it is well known that the functions related to Ramsey type questions groM 
kery f&t and in fact they may fail to be provably recursive. 
This is not the case with the Ramsey function r( 11, k, ~1 which can be bounded 
from above by the tower t‘unction 
k 
1-lowever, a snxtil nlodifc:ttion of (FRT) yields ‘nonrecursive Ramsey numbers’. 
This KU done first b> l%ris :tnd 1-larrinpton [ 101, Let us _iust briefly indicate their 
tipproxh: 
Denote by N -I*-, (n)‘; the validity of the f’ullowing statement: 
For tx:ry partition ( zl = Ct,u - - * L; C ‘k , there exists an it‘ k and a set X c N 
such that ( p’) c c”,, 1x12 )I and X 2~ min X. (Here min X is the minimal element of 
.Y ; the last condition is the only difference between ‘star-arrow’ and the Erdiis-Rado 
arrow introduced above.) 
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Putalsor*(p,k,n)=min(N:N~(n)g}. 
It follows by a standard (compactness) argument hat the number r*(p, k, n) is 
well defined for everv choice of I, k. n. Moreover. as was shown in [lOI. for every 
p the function t*(p, l , * ) is provably recursive while the diagonal flxction r+(n, n, 
n + t ) fails to be SC. In other words, the statement 
(FRT)*VpVkVn3N(N*(n)$) 
while being true, is an example of an unprovable statement (in the theq_e of finite 
sets). 
By now there are many examples of combinatorial undecidable ‘results (see [9],. 
However, most examples are so far related to particular statements of Ramsey type. 
Let us mention another recent example. As was mentioned above this,‘will be a 
part: zular game. The tcsults reporte.l here are due to Kirby and Paris [$]‘and to my 
student M. Loebl. ‘TIC game in question is a 2-person game-one person is Hercu!es, 
the other is called Hydra. Hydra IS any finite rooted tree, the endpoints of which 
diRerent from the root are called heads. A look at Fig. 1 may be helpful. (Hercules 
ic then Hercules.) 
I-ig. I. 
The game (one should better use the term battle) between Hercules and a given 
Hydra proceeds as follows: At stage n (n 2 1) Hercules chops off one head from 
the Hydra. As a revenge, Hydra grows at least n new heads in the following manner: 
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Consider the 2-predecessor (i.e., the grandfather) of a given head (which was just 
removed), then from this point x sprout n replicas of the part of the Hydra which 
form a branch at .Y originally containing the removed head. 
If there in no grandfather, then nothing happens. 
Similarly we may define a k-predecessor game (k 2 2) as the game where the 
replicas sprout from the k-predecessor of a given head: the above game is then the 
2-predecessor game. Also, the @-predecessor game is the game where the replicas 
sprout from the root. 
One can easily see that while Hercules certainly has to work a bit, he has a 
winning strategy. For example, the strategy which is removing heads with the largest 
distance from the root is a winning strategy. 
Slightly surprisingly one has the Mowing results which mean that these games 
have a bad moral (unconveniei>t as a fairy tale for children). 
Loebl extended the Kirby-Paris results for k b 2 and proved the following theorems. 
Given :I Hydr:t H, dcnule by h(H) he number of steps in the Ibngest battle 
between Hercules and Hydra H (ia the 2-predecessor game). Theor em I .3 is 
quivalent to saying that h( H) is not a provable recursive function. Yet these 
numbers may be investigated by tinite means. We have the following theorem. 
Here the numbering of heads of a hydra is ;I simple process which may be 
described by induction as follows: 
The unique head of P,, gets number I. 
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Suppose that the heads of a Hydra H are numbered. If the chopping of a head 
h-leads to a new head, then this head gets the number of h. Moreover, all replicas 
which sprout are numBered successively by larger numbers in the sQme way as the 
original branch. 
The diagram of Fig. 2(a) shows an initial segment of a battle of Hercules versus 
P5 :
1 
Finally let us note th;tt the same strategy i: valid for a k-predecessor game (s-e 
i-ig. 2(b). 
2. Structural applications 
There are two main directions in Ramsey applications. 
The above two examples are related to the negative part of the Ramsey theorem. 
A (good) lower bound for the Ramsey theorem establishes the existence of large 
complex graphs and cct systems which ,ltiay be in turn used to produce large and 
complex examples (counterexamples). In other words, these applications use the 
fact that Ramsey like functions grow fast. 
There are other results which use the positive part of the theorem namely the fact 
that a Ramsey function exists and also an upper bounds for it. These structural 
applications have often one common patter: In order to establish a bound for an 
invariant related to a large object one first proves that every large object contains 
a regular (‘homogeneous’) sub-object of a given size. If the invariant rel&d to this 
regular sub-object is easier to determine, then we obtain a lower bound on the 
invariant of every iarge object. 
An example of this technique may be found in [ 14]: Yao proves there that if we 
consider storing of n distinct keys from a set (the key space) of N keys by means 
of’ tables. then for large N the storing by means of sorted tables is optimal. This 
follows from the Ramsey theorem. If N :> r( II, 2n- 1, rd!), then for every table 
structure (i.e., a map (f) -, X0) there exists a Y c_ X, 1 YI = 2~1 I, such that thz table 
structure on Y is a sorted table f with respect to a convenient ordering of Y ). It 
follows that any search strategy when applied to ( 1) Lees at least [log II+ 11 probes 
(see [ 141 for details). 
A similar application yields a simple (and combirurtotial) proof of the following 
number-theoretical result of Erdiis. 
Proof (17)). Consider square-free integers only. EvL ry such integer s may be regarded 
a\ ;I set :&I( \-) of primes t p F- M(s) itf p Is). Bv the assumption. for every finite set 
M of primes (i.e., for the number 11 M) there exists a partition M’u M” such that 
11 M’ and 11 A/I” belong to A. By the Ramsey theorem there exists a set X of natural 
numbers, 1 XI 2 X2, such that for every M E ( c) the partition M’u M” is of the same 
*type’. This in turn means that there exists a YE X, 1 VI 2 Hi, such that (!i) G A for 
an WI>+. Thus, for every M c (,!,,) the number I[ M = II has (:::‘I solutions 11 = Q 9 h 
in A. !’ 
From this group of ‘structural‘ applications two more (recent) esatnples should 
be mentioned: one is related to the cotnplesity of Bo4e;u~ functiotls and the other 
to the ‘natural orderings’ of power sets and cubes. 
An rr-dimensional Boolean function is :l mapping .I‘: {O, 1)” -, (I), I}. .#’ is called 
s.~nznrtJtric* if .#‘( tz,, . . . , (J,, ) depends on !‘:’ , (1, only. 
Every Boolean function may be viewed as a partition of the set (0, I)” into two 
parts or, alternatively, as a partition of the power set iP(Ir 1 This suggests to apply 
the Ramsey theorem. One can prove, e.g., the following theorem. 
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function f there exists an interval I = [o’, ii] of length n such that f restricted to I is a 
symmetric Boolean function. 
Also several other Ramsey type results such as the Hales-Jewett heorem on the 
Finite Union Theorem see, e.g., /31) may be applied in this way to Boolean functions. 
However, it is intereasting that the Ramsey theorem was applied to get results which 
are useful from the point of view of complexity of Boolean functions. This was 
done by several researchers and this article covers the part done by P. PudlGk on 
the formula size nf Boolean functions. He proceeds as follows: 
Let 0 be any complete base of connectives (e.g., v, A, 7). Denote by Lo(f) the 
formula size of j’; i.e., the smallest size of a formula which realizes f: (Here size 
means the total number of occurrences of variables.) 
Theorem 2.3 ([ 1 I!). For every complete base 0 there exists an Ed) such that if f is an 
n-dimensional Boolean functiart arrd if 
Ln(f,-f2* n(log log n -log r), 
then there exist indexes 1 G i, < & < 9 l l c i,. s n such that 
3-b I, ‘9. i Y, = b(xi,@* . -@Xi,, X,, V . l n V Xi,) 
for a Boolean junction b. ( 0 denotes mod 2 &&ion.) 
Explicitly, this means that _f’ restricted to the interval [a, a’] (where a’ is given by 
indexes i I, . . . , i,) is symmetric and, moreover, on all odd levels has the same value 
and on all even levels with the possible exclusion of 0 has the same value. Schemati- 
cally, this is shown in Fig. 3. 
t 
Theorem 2.3 is a sharpening of the Hodes-Specker theorem that gives a much 
slower growing bound (instead of the factor log log n a function slower than log* n). 
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Moreover, Theorem 2.3 gives asymptotically the best possible growth rate so the 
use of the Ramcey theorem is fitting the pattern (see rl1],. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 2.3 [I 11 is simple but the details are more 
technical. Therefot e, we give a sketch here only. 
Sketch of Proof of Theorem 2.3. Suppose L(f) = N, ,f is n-dimensional. Then there 
exists a formula cx equivalent to j’ such that the total number of occurrences of 
variables in LY is AI. It follows that at least k n variables occur at most 2 N/n times. 
Put k = 2 N/n and let p be the formula cr restricted to those m 2 4 n variables which 
occur at most k times. Now define subformulas p(Xi, xi) in a suitable way-_P{xj, x,) 
is the subformula of fi induced by xi and Xj. As the number of occurrences of x,, 
x, is k, the number I of all possible non-isomorphic subformulas of /3 induced by 
2 variables is small and bounded from above by 2“k, with c‘ a constant. In this 
situation c&z a pair {x,, Xj} by the shape of the induced formula P(x,, x,}. Now if 
01 25 jK.1 2 r(2, l, R), i.e., if 
then using the Ramsey theorem there exists a set X of R variables such that all the 
subformulas of /? which are induced by pairs of variables from X are isomorphic 
(i.e., the set X is homogeneous). ‘The most technical part of the proof consists of 
proving that this homogeneous set of variables gives a subformula of the desired 
type. F-7 
Theorem 2.3 has several corollaries. Particularly, the following hold:;e 
Let us briefly mention the last application of the Ramsey theorem which is most 
freely related, yet it is somehow typical. it is motivated by the following problems. 
( PI ) Consider a totally ordered set X with 11 elements, p c II. What are the natural 
orderings of (J: j :’ 
i P2) Consider the set (0, I, . . , , p - I }” of AI words of length II with entries from 
the set (0. 1, . . . , p - I }. What are the n;lturrrl orderings of this set’! 
Rclow we sh;lll define what we mean by ;I natur;tl ordering and wt‘ shull ch;tiructerize 
them in both problems. 
Roughly speaking, what m:lkes the Iexicographic ordering natur;til is the fact that 
it is computed locally which means that it is invariant on sub-otjects. Specifying 
the notions of a sub-object and the invariance we shall formulate the above problems 
in Lm txtct way. This is more easy for subsets and let.me treat this case first. 
Let ( A”, *-: ) i?e a totally ordered set. An orderin, (1 + of (c) is said to be mrrotlicnI 
it’ for wx_\: pair A, 13 01‘ sukts of X’, A -= (Q,, . . , , q} . R -= {h,, . . . _ h,) the 
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i a. ‘I ’ . l - 9 a,,), $ {ai,, l . l , ajp).= iff {bi,, l + . , bi,,)c: =G {bj,, . . . , bjp}< l 
All canonkl orderings of (t) may be characterized as follows. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (X, ~1 be a tota& ordered set. All canonical orderings qf (f) are 
described in the _following way: First we .fix a permutation w: ( 1, . . . , p) + ( 1, . . . , p) 
and a mapping s:(l,..., p}+{+,-). Then we define {~~,...,x,)~~{y,,...,yp)~ 
i$ there exim cz io stich that x,(i) = J’=(i) for i c iO, xw(i,,, s ym(i,,, if S( io) = +, x,(io) 2 
V . ifs&)=-. 3f i,,b . 
The canonical ordering 4 determined by the pair (n, s) may be visualized by 
means of the following diagt,am: 
3 : (136452) 
(which should be 
pairs corresponds + eg 
The situation is not so easy for words over a (finite) alphabet, i.e., for set-valued 
read riom the top). For example, the lexicographic ordering of 
to the following diagram: 
cubes. Only the main ideas will be indicated here. 
Let A be a finite set, rl a positive integer. The set A” will be called n-dimensional 
cube over A. We can identify the elements of A” either with words of length n (over 
A) or with functions $: (0, I,. . . , n’- I) + A. 
An m-dimensional subcube S of A” is determined by an f+ A” and nonempty 
disjoint sets oO, wI, . , . , o,,, .I of (0, I,. . . , II- I }. S is then the set of all .functions 
_f~ A” which are constant on every set wi, i = 0,. . . , m - I and which coincide with 
ji outside of U~LO’ 0,. 
Clearly ISI = lAmI. Moreover, assuming min oO< min wl < l l l < min o,+. the 
mapping Qi : A” + A” defined by 
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is an isomorphi:;m of A”’ and S. This mapping is called the standard isomotphism 
of S and A”‘. 
Similarly, we can define the standard isomorphism of m-dimensional sutxubes 
S and S’ of A”. 
Using these concepts we define canonical ordering of a cube as follows. 
Definition 2.6. An ordering d of A” is said to be canonical if for every rtl s n and 
for each m-dimensional subcubes S and S’ the following holds: 
( here 4 : S -+ S’ is the standard isomorphism). 
The description of canonical orderings of A” is slightly involved but it has an 
interesting structure: 
Every canonical ordering of A” is determined by three conditions: 
(i 1 an ordgring c of A: 
(ii ) an interval tree T on (A, a); 
(iii) a quasi-order c-:‘, which extends 7I 
Here the undefined notions have the following meaning: 
- An interval on A = {a,, . . . , ak} is a set of the form { (8,. (2, + ,, . . . , qj, i -..i. 
- An interval tree T on (A, s) is a (directed) tree whose vertices are subintervals 
on (A, *-: 1, the immediate successors of each vertcs (i.e., an interv;il) I form a 
partition of I and all leaves are singletons. 
- A quasi-order sq is a reflexive, tr:lnsitive relation. We assume that 7” (considered 
as a relation) is a subset of 5,. 
Given a triple ( =G, T, sL,) we may detine the order % = <(c->, T, sI,) as fo!lo~s: 
Let r(o), T( I 1, . . . , T(r) be the enumeration of the equktilencc classes given bj 
L. -‘,’ T(0) --rtl T( 1) -cc1 * * * sq T( 4. Given two words s, ~3 c A” we put 
.I. -< J’ itf there exists an I’,, c (0, I, . . . , r} such that 
Irl3tedcj ol’gik ing it less formalized detinition let us consider an illustrati1.e esample. 
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Example 2.7. Given A = (0, 1,2,3,4, S}, 0 < I < 2 < 3 < 4< 5, we have the follox4rrg 
interval tree T: 
wikh quasi-order sq on T as follows: 
(0, I, 2.3.4,s) sq (2.3) sq (0, I} =ry {4,5). 
In this case T(O)-A. 7W={2,3}, T(2)={{0,1),{4,5))- 
Consider words s = (0, 1.0, + . . , 3 3 5,s). y = ( 1,0,0,3,3,4,5). Then 
.\-‘+ r(j)- ,2,3), y’=yr T(I)=(3,3) and 
Other exmples are the following ones: 
big. 4 depicts the covering diagram of the ordering < for n = 2. Compare also 
the interval tree which corresponds to the lexicographic ordering: 
The aho\‘e dtxription of canonical orderings nicely fits in the general framework 
ot‘ ktmsey t>pt: statekents. We have the following results (which in fact provided 
the original motivation t’ur this research). 
Theorem 2.9. For em-y* posihx~ integer p, n there mists an N such that for every 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 
Fig. 4. 
ordering d of p N there exists ml n-dimensional subcube Q c_ p N such that 6 restricted 
to Q is a canonical ordering. 
These last results were obtained by Leeb and Priimmel [S] (for sets) and by 
Priimme!, Kijdl, Voigt and the present author [S) (for cubes). 
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